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Abstract
It is commonly believed that cumulus convection preferentially generates gravity waves
with tropospheric vertical wavelengths approximately twice the depth of the convective
heating. Individual cumulonimbus, however, act as short term transient heat sources
(duration 10 to 30min). Gravity waves generated by such sources have broad fre-5
quency spectra and a wide range of vertical scales. The high-frequency components
tend to have vertical wavelengths much greater than twice the depth of the heating.
Such waves have large vertical group velocities, and are only observed for a short du-
ration and at short horizontal distances from the convective source. At longer times
and longer distances from the source the dominant wave components have short ver-10
tical wavelengths and much slower group velocities, and thus are more likely to be
observed even though their contribution to the momentum flux in the upper strato-
sphere and mesosphere may be less than that of the high frequency waves. These
properties of convectively generated waves are illustrated by a linear numerical model
for the wave response to a specified transient heat source. The wave characteristics15
are documented through Fourier and Wavelet analysis, and implications for observing
systems are discussed.
1. Introduction
Vertically propagating gravity waves generated by convection are known to provide an
important contribution to the momentum budget of the middle atmosphere (see re-20
view by Fritts and Alexander (2003) and references therein). Several studies of gravity
waves generated by thermal sources with vertical profiles resembling the positive half
of a sine wave (e.g. Bretherton, 1988; Mapes, 1993; Nicholls et al., 1991; Pandya and
Alexander, 1999) emphasize that the dominant wave response occurs for waves with
implied tropospheric vertical wavelengths of about twice the depth of the heating, in25
agreement with the fact that this is the wavelength that projects most strongly on the
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vertical heating profile. That this result is not critically dependent on the shape of the
heating was shown by Salby and Garcia (1987), who found that for a wide variety of
shapes of the heating profile the vertical scales of the response formed a narrow dis-
tribution in vertical wavenumber centered at about twice the effective vertical depth of
the heating. Since the vertical wavelength is inversely proportional to the buoyancy fre-5
quency N, which in the stratosphere has approximately double its tropospheric value,
vertical wavelengths observed in the stratosphere should, by the above argument, be
about equal to the vertical depth of the tropospheric heating.
Observations from the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) on the Upper Atmosphere
Research Satellite (UARS), however, suggest the existence of strong gravity wave vari-10
ance in the stratosphere above convection with vertical wavelengths greater than 20
km (Alexander, 1998; McLandress et al., 2000). High frequency waves with vertical
wavelengths in the range of 10–30 km are also believed to account for a significant
share of gravity wave momentum flux in the mesosphere (Fritts and Vincent, 1987;
Fritts and Alexander, 2003).15
Some recent model studies also suggest that long vertical wavelength waves are
important. In a study of gravity waves generated in a cloud resolving numerical model,
Beres et al. (2002) showed that although the maximum gravity wave response in the
stratosphere to numerically simulated tropical convection generally has a vertical wave-
length about equal to the depth of the heating, there can be substantial power at vertical20
wavelengths substantially greater than the depth of the heating. This somewhat sur-
prising result was discussed by Holton et al. (2002) who showed that for fixed frequency
and fixed vertical depth of thermal forcing, the vertical wavelength of the maximum re-
sponse to a specified heating depends strongly on the horizontal distribution of the
heating, and that for parameters relevant to tropical convection the maximum response25
will generally be for stratospheric wavelengths that somewhat exceed the depth of the
heating.
In the study of Holton et al. (2002) the heat source was localized in space but speci-
fied to be periodic in time. In reality cumulus clouds act as transient heat sources, and
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the frequency spectrum of the wave response can be quite broad. In this paper we uti-
lize a simple numerical model to analyze the linear wave response to a transient heat
source designed to emulate the heating by a deep cumulus cloud. Song et al. (2003)
have pointed out that convection can generate gravity waves through nonlinear mo-
mentum and heat flux divergences and through latent heat release. In their analysis,5
the contributions of the nonlinear flux divergences and the diabatic heating were similar
in magnitude, but tended to be out of phase. These authors found, consistent with the
earlier analysis of Pandya and Alexander (1999), that utilizing the diabatic heating field
from a nonlinear cloud model produces a field of gravity waves qualitatively in accord
with the full nonlinear model, but with somewhat larger amplitudes. Thus, we can be10
confident that results from a linear model with a specified heating distribution provide
a realistic qualitative approximation to gravity wave generation by cumulus convection.
2. Linear wave equations for transient forcing
The zonal and vertical momentum equations, continuity equation, and thermodynamic
energy equation for two-dimensional linear gravity waves excited by thermal forcing in15
an atmosphere at rest can be expressed in the Boussinesq approximation as
∂u′
∂t
+
1
ρ0
∂p′
∂x
= 0 (1)
∂w ′
∂t
+
1
ρ0
∂p′
∂z
− b′ = 0 (2)
∂u′
∂x
+
∂w ′
∂z
= 0 (3)
∂b′
∂t
+ w ′N2 = Q′. (4)20
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Here, u′, w ′, and p′ are zonal velocity, vertical velocity, and pressure disturbance fields;
b′ ≡ gθ′/θ0 is the buoyancy, where θ′ and θ0 are the disturbance and basic state
potential temperature, and g is gravity; Q′ ≡ gJ ′/θ0, where J ′ is the heating rate
in K/s; and ρ0 is a constant basic state value for density. The buoyancy frequency
squared, N2 is specified as5
N2 (z) = N20
{
2.5 + 1.5 tanh
[
(z − 2h)/d]} (5)
where N20 = 1×10−4 s−2, h = 6 km, d = 2 km, and z is expressed in km. Equations (1)–
(3) can be combined to eliminate u′ and p′ to get
∂
∂t
(
∂2w ′
∂x2
+
∂2w ′
∂z2
)
=
∂2b′
∂x2
(6)
Equations (4) and (6) can then be used to predict w ′ and b′ for a known distribution of10
Q′.
In order to mimic the behavior of a typical convective system we specify a transient
heat source localized in time and space. The horizontal distribution is a Gaussian,
the vertical distribution is a half-sine wave that propagates upward at a speed cz, and
the amplitude varies smoothly in time. The spatial and temporal dependence of the15
thermal forcing is given by:
Q′ (x, z, t) = Qˆ (z, t) exp
[
−(x − x0)2
/
σ2x
]
(7)
where
Qˆ (z, t) =
{
Q0 (t) sin
[pi
h (z − czt)
]
0 ≤ z − czt ≤ h
0 z − czt > h
(8)
in which Q0 (t) is specified as20
Q0 (t) =
{
τ−1
[
1 − cos (2pit/τ)] 0 ≤ t ≤ τ
0 t > τ
(9)
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Thus, σx is the horizontal scale of the forcing, h is the vertical scale of the forcing at
any instant, h+czτ is the total depth affected by the forcing, and τ is the total time that
the forcing lasts. Note from Eq. (9) that the amplitude of the forcing is normalized by τ
so the time integrated heating is independent of τ.
If the x dependence is expanded in a Fourier series then for each Fourier component5
the thermal source and the dependent variables can be expressed as
Q′(x, z, t) = Qˆk(z, t) exp(ikx)
u′(x, z, t) = uˆk(z, t) exp(ikx)
w ′(x, z, t) = wˆk(z, t) exp(ikx) (10)
b′(x, z, t) = bˆk(z, t) exp(ikx)10
Where k designates the zonal wavenumber. Substituting from (10) into (4) and (6)
yields
∂
∂t
(
∂2wˆ
∂z2
− k2wˆ
)
= −k2bˆ (11)
∂bˆ
∂t
+ wˆN2 = Qˆ (12)
Figure 1 shows the time-averaged heating and the buoyancy frequency as functions of15
height.
3. Numerical model
A finite difference approximation to the system (11) and (12) is solved by using implicit
time differencing and centered differencing in z. Once wˆ is known the corresponding
zonal velocity perturbation uˆ can be computed from Eq. (3) by noting that20
ikuˆ = −∂wˆ/∂z (13)
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and finite differencing the right hand side. In order to prevent reflection of waves from
the top boundary at 150 km, linear damping terms were added to Eqs. (11) and (12),
with e-folding damping times increasing exponentially in height from a value of 5× 104
s at the surface to 336 s at the top boundary. (Substantial damping of high frequency
waves was limited to the region above about 80 km).5
Runs were carried out in a domain 2304 km wide and 150 km deep. 384 Fourier
components were retained (corresponding to 768 grid points in x, with a grid spacing
of 3 km). The vertical grid spacing was specified to be 250 m. The horizontal scale of
the heat source was specified to be σx = 5 km. The depth scale of the heating was
h = 6 km, and the level of maximum heating rose at a speed of cz = 5 m s
−1 so that10
the upper boundary of the heat source rose from 6 to 12 km during the 20 min period
of forcing. The model was integrated forward for 8 h, and the vertical velocity field was
saved every 2min. Figure 2 shows longitude-height cross sections of the vertical ve-
locity field at hours 1, 2, 3, and 4. At hour 1 the flow is characterized by high frequency,
long vertical wavelength wavepackets that propagate to the mesosphere close to the15
horizontal location of the heat source. At later times the field is progressively domi-
nated by lower frequency and shorter vertical wavelength waves, which remain in the
stratosphere while propagating horizontally far from the source. It is notable that the
stratospheric wave response persists for several hours after the thermal forcing has
diminished to zero.20
4. A simple wave analysis
The zonal wavenumber dependence of vertical velocity amplitude, averaged vertically
between 20 and 80 km is shown in Fig. 3. During the first 2 h the signal is dominated by
waves in the horizontal wavelength range of 50–100 km. These turn out to have very
long vertical wavelengths (Fig. 4). At later times the signal separates into two wave25
packets with peaks at hour 3 near 100 and 30 km, but shifting toward longer zonal
wavelengths at later times. It is notable that amplitudes remain substantial even 6 h
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after cessation of the forcing.
Visualization of the time integration for each Fourier mode revealed that the charac-
teristic vertical wavelength for each mode tended to decrease monotonically in time.
Furthermore, the wavelength tended to be greater in the top half of the domain than
in the bottom half. The dominant vertical wavelength in the middle part of the domain5
(20–80 km) was determined as a function of time by separately finding the distance
in the vertical between nodes of the real and imaginary parts of each Fourier horizon-
tal wavenumber component. These distances were doubled to give two estimates of
the vertical wavelength, which were then averaged to give the final vertical wavelength
estimate. In order to reduce noise in the calculation the wavelength estimates were10
averaged for 40min periods.
Figure 4 shows the vertical wavelengths determined in the altitude range 20–80 km
as a function of zonal wavenumber for averaging periods centered on hours 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 6 of the simulation. Vertical wavelength decreases monotonically with increasing
time. At low horizontal wavenumbers (k), the average vertical wavelength also de-15
creases with increasing k, although the very long vertical wavelengths diagnosed for
zonal wavelengths longer than ∼200 km (k < .005) are of little significance because
these waves have very small amplitudes (Fig. 3). According to the results in Fig. 4,
only at the later times does the vertical wavelength over a significant range of horizon-
tal wavenumbers approximate the often cited value of twice the depth of the heating20
times the ratio of the tropospheric buoyancy frequency to the stratospheric buoyancy
frequency.
Once the average vertical wavelength is known for each horizontal wavenumber,
it is possible to use the gravity wave dispersion relation to determine other averaged
wave characteristics. Letting Lx and Lz denote the horizontal and vertical wavelengths,25
respectively, and focusing on the eastward propagating modes, the dispersion relation
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can be expressed in the form
ω =
N[
1 + (Lx/Lz)2
]1/2 (14)
where ω is the wave frequency and N is the buoyancy frequency. The zonal phase
speed, is then,
cpx =
ω
k
=
NLx
2pi
[
1 + (Lx/Lz)2
]1/2 (15)
5
For Lx >> Lz this expression simplifies to cpx ' NLz/(2pi), which indicates that for
most of the wavelength range of relevance here the zonal wavelength dependence
of horizontal phase speed should have a similar structure to the profiles of vertical
wavelength of Fig. 4.
The propagation of wave activity is determined by the group velocity,10
cg = (cgx, cgz) =
cpx(Lx/Lz)
1 + (Lx/Lz)2
(
Lx
Lz
,1
)
(16)
Thus, cgz/cgx = Lz/Lx, so that group velocity is parallel to lines of constant phase.
Further, for Lx >> Lz (16) shows that cgx ' cpx and cgz ' cpx(Lz/Lx).
The temporal evolutions of the frequency, vertical group velocity, and horizontal
phase speed are shown as functions of the zonal wavenumber in Figs. 5–7, respec-15
tively. For all of the parameters displayed in Figs. 3–7 there is a strong time depen-
dence so that application of conventional Fourier analysis to derive frequency and
phase speed information must be done with care.
5. Fourier Analysis
Although the transient source in this study does not generate stationary time series,20
insight can still be gained from Fourier analysis in space and time. Figure 8 shows
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the results of the two-dimensional (x, t) Fourier analysis for the cospectrum of u′ and
w ′ (e.g. Alexander and Holton, 1997) in the domain 0 < t < 8h and 0 < x < 1150.5
km and averaged over the height range 14.25 < z < 75.25 km. This analysis shows
that the waves are concentrated in two packets of wave activity with distinct vertical
wavelengths of ∼4.3 and 11 km that travel at horizontal phase speeds of about 15 and5
40 m s−1, respectively, and hence are observed at different times at differing distances
from the source. A careful examination of the panels of Fig. 2 confirms that the wave
activity indeed is primarily associated with a fast moving wave packet followed by a
slow moving packet.
Owing to the fact that except for the effect of variation in N the horizontal component10
of group velocity is independent of height, above about 15 km all rays excited by the
forcing propagate horizontally away from the forcing region at a constant speed given
by cgx. For a given Lz << Lx, cgx ' cpx ' NLz/2pi. Hence the resulting pattern of
wave activity in the stratosphere seen in Fig. 2 consists of two vertically aligned wave
packets with different Lz, localized in space and traveling in the positive and negative x15
directions, but with different speeds reflecting the distribution of vertical wavenumber,
as shown in Fig. 8.
The preference for two fairly distinct vertical wavelengths ∼4.3 and 11 km can be
understood by noting that when the time averaged vertical profile of heating shown in
Fig. 1a is expanded into a Fourier sine series in the domain 0 ≤ z ≤ 150 km, there is20
a strong response for half-wavelengths greater than 10 km and a secondary maximum
at about 4.4 km (recall that it is the half-wavelength of the tropospheric source that
corresponds to the wavelength of the stratospheric response). It is also notable that
although the depth of the heating layer at any instant is 6 km, the vertical wavelength
spectrum of the time average heating spectrum actually has a minimum at 6 km. The25
response will of course depend on the imposed heating, and a response dominated
by two distinct vertical wavelengths would not be expected for any arbitrary vertical
distribution of the heat source.
Figure 9 shows the results of the Fourier cospectral analysis in (x, z) within the do-
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main 14.25 < z < 75.25 km and 0 < x < 1150.5 km for four different 1-h periods.
These show the time evolution of the momentum flux in the wave field. The packet that
appears first is characterized by longer Lz (smallerm = 1/Lz), which carries the largest
momentum fluxes. At later times, some of the longest Lz waves with shorter Lx = 1/k
have left the domain. The slower moving shorter Lz waves with longer Lx remain, and5
the much shorter Lz=4.3 km waves have propagated into the stratosphere with suffi-
cient amplitude to become apparent. At hour 6, two distinct packets remain that have
rather distinct distributions in (k,m). The weaker momentum flux in the Lz = 4.3 km
packet is apparent from Fig. 9.
Note that in Fig. 8, the two wave packets appear to have more comparable cospectral10
power. The apparent discrepancy is related to the averaging timescale in these two
figures. The Lz =4.3 km packet has slower vertical group speed and is less dispersive
than the longer Lz wave packet. The longest Lz waves propagate through the domain
relatively quickly. So the flux associated with these is large in the 1-h time average
early in the simulation (Fig. 9) but appears weaker, more comparable in magnitude to15
the short vertical wavelength packet, if the fluxes are averaged over 8 h (Fig. 8).
6. Implications for observing systems
The cross-sections of disturbance vertical motion shown in Fig. 2 suggest that the char-
acter of the locally observed response to a convective heat source depends strongly
on the distance of the observer from the source. In order to demonstrate this point20
in a more quantitative fashion, we sample the wave field as if observed by imaginary
profiler instruments located at four “sites” at distances of 25, 50, 100, and 200 km from
the source. For best comparison to the results presented in the previous sections, our
imaginary profilers can measure both u′ and w ′ as functions of height and time, at
the same resolution, and over the same altitude range and time period as in Sect. 5.25
However, no horizontal x information is obtained from any of the imaginary profilers’
measurements.
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The temporal evolution of the vertical wavelength Fourier spectra computed at each
profiler site is shown in Fig. 10. The signal seen by an observer at a given distance
from the source is initially dominated by long vertical wavelength waves associated
with the fast moving wave-packet, and then later by shorter vertical wavelengths asso-
ciated with the slower packet. The characteristics of the waves observed is a strong5
function of distance from the source. Close to the source (x = 25 km) the waves are
only observed for a short time, and the stratospheric response is dominated by the long
wavelength packet since the short vertical wavelength waves have slower vertical group
velocity and do not reach the stratosphere until they have propagated further from the
source. Some of the longest vertical wavelength waves are observed only at the clos-10
est site. At larger horizontal distances from the source, two wave packets are clearly
observed, arriving at different times. For these waves horizontal wavelength greatly ex-
ceeds vertical wavelength, so that the hydrostatic approximation holds. Furthermore,
the vertical wavenumber increases linearly with time, reflecting the fact noted below
Eq. (15) that for hydrostatic waves cpx ' NLz/(2pi), so that the vertical wavenumber,15
m, approximately satisfies the relation m ' N/cpx = Nδt/δx, where δx is the hori-
zontal distance traveled by a wave in the time interval δt. Thus, at a given horizontal
location m increases linearly in time.
To elucidate the frequency content of the two wave packets, a Morlet wavelet analysis
(Press et al., 1992) has been performed on the data in the time domain. The wavelet20
analysis produces similar results to the Fourier analysis, but with some loss of spectral
resolution. Wavelet analysis can, however, resolve the spectral properties of each
wave-packet as functions of time and/or height for differing horizontal locations. Also,
unlike Fourier and discrete wavelet transforms, continuous wavelet transforms such as
the Morlet are not energy conserving, so we have normalized each transform with the25
total covariance in the time series, such that
∫
u′w ′dt =
∫
Co(U ·W )dω.
Figure 11 shows the wavelet cospectra for the time series sampled at the four pro-
filer sites and averaged in z. At x = 25 km only a single wave packet has significant
amplitude. This packet appears within the first hour and is associated with the longer
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Lz waves. As distance from the source increases the dominant wave period increases.
The waves appear in two separate packets arriving at different times, consistent with
the Fourier analysis results. Note, however, that at any one site the two wave packets
contain the same dominant frequency.
This result can be understood by noting that the ratio of wave frequency to buoy-5
ancy frequency determines the angle to the vertical at which waves propagate. Thus,
as distance from the source increases the frequency of the waves observed in the
stratosphere must accordingly decrease. Figure 12 schematically illustrates the wave
field and the profiler measurements at the four sites. Lines of constant phase corre-
spond roughly to group propagation rays whose slope will depend on frequency as10
ω/N = cosθ, where θ is the angle from the vertical. The range of frequencies that will
be visible at each site will correspond to the steepest and shallowest rays that intersect
the profile at the top and bottom of the observation height range. Note that this range
of frequencies will be different at each site. The range will also be narrower for more
limited observation height ranges. These results underscore the fact that the location15
of a site and the observation height range can have a controlling influence on the prop-
erties of the waves observed if the sources also tend to be fixed to certain geographic
locations. Likewise, the timing of the observations can also have a controlling influence
on the wave properties observed.
7. Conclusions20
This work has demonstrated that transient localized heat sources can generate waves
with very long vertical wavelengths and high phase speeds. These waves can read-
ily propagate into the upper atmosphere. The wave field from the simple transient
source used in the model described here displays a complex array of wavelengths and
frequencies. Dispersion of the waves leads to distinct packets of wave activity with dif-25
ferent properties. The dominant mode observed at any given location depends strongly
on the position of the observer from the source. As shown in Figs. 10–12, an observer
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close to the source would see long vertical wavelength waves with high frequencies
lasting for a short time, while further from the source the dominant vertical wavelength
would be smaller and frequency lower, the waves would arrive later, and they would
persist longer. Also, some of the very longest vertical wavelength waves can only be
observed very close to the source and will be missed entirely by observers outside of5
a limited range.
From the above analysis it is clear that the wave components with largest vertical
group velocity quickly move upward into the strongly damped region above 100 km and
can only be sampled in the stratosphere for a very short period of time. Furthermore,
since such waves have long vertical wavelengths, observational techniques that rely10
on finding short vertical wavelength features in individual profiles of temperature (for
example as from radiosondes) cannot be used to reliably estimate their contribution
to upper atmospheric wave driving. Again using the radiosonde example, twice daily
soundings may also fail entirely to see all but the lowest frequency waves if the timing
and location of the observation is not in the right range. Similar issues of measurement15
timing and location will have important effects on results of analyses of satellite based
observations.
The short vertical wavelength, and low vertical group velocity components of the
spectrum, on the other hand, are much more likely to be observed in the stratosphere,
and hence may appear to dominate gravity wave momentum fluxes in observational20
studies which cannot resolve long vertical wavelength features (Alexander et al., 2002).
These results illustrate how intermittency in gravity wave sources can influence ob-
servations. The observational technique limitations, the timing, and the geographic
locations must all be considered in the interpretation of any data set. It is also clear
that a combination of techniques is required to properly sample the stratospheric wave25
spectrum generated by convective gravity wave sources.
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2 Alexander and Holton: Gravity Waves from a Transient Heat Source
maximum response will generally be for stratospheric wave-
lengths that somewhat exceed the depth of the heating.
In the study of Holton et al. (2002) the heat source was
localized in space but specified to be periodic in time. In
reality cumulus clouds act as transient heat sources, and the
frequency spectrum of the wave response can be quite broad.
In this paper we utilize a simple numerical model to analyze
the linear wave response to a transient heat source designed
to emulate the heating by a deep cumulus cloud. Song et al.
(2003) have pointed out that convection can generate grav-
ity waves through nonlinear momentum and heat flux diver-
gences and through latent heat release. In their analysis, the
contributions of the nonlinear flux divergences and the di-
abatic heating were similar in magnitude, but tended to be
out of phase. These authors found, consistent with the ear-
lier analysis of Pandya and Alexander (1999), that utilizing
the diabatic heating field from a nonlinear cloud model pro-
duces a field of gravity waves qualitatively in accord with the
full nonlinear model, but with somewhat larger amplitudes.
Thus, we can be confident that results from a linear model
with a specified heating distribution provide a realistic quali-
tative approximation to gravity wave generation by cumulus
convection.
2 Linear wave equations for transient forcing
The zonal and vertical momentum equations, continuity
equation, and thermodynamic energy equation for two-
dimensional linear gravity waves excited by thermal forcing
in an atmosphere at rest can be expressed in the Boussinesq
approximation as
 
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Here,
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,
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, and
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are zonal velocity, vertical velocity, and
pressure disturbance fields; 
"!$#&%')(*%
 is the buoyancy,
where
%
and
%
 are the disturbance and basic state potential
temperature, and
#
is gravity; 
+!,#-.)(/%
10 where
-2
is the
heating rate in K/s; and 
& is a constant basic state value for
density. The buoyancy frequency squared,   ﬂ is specified as
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to get
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Fig. 1. The vertical profile of the time averaged forcing (left panel)
and vertical profile of the buoyancy frequency (right panel) speci-
fied for the model.
Equations (4) and (6) can then be used to predict   and  
for a known distribution of 

.
In order to mimic the behavior of a typical convective sys-
tem we specify a transient heat source localized in time and
space. The horizontal distribution is a Gaussian, the vertical
distribution is a half-sine wave that propagates upward at a
speed TVU , and the amplitude varies smoothly in time. The
spatial and temporal dependence of the thermal forcing is
given by:
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Thus,
_
a is the horizontal scale of the forcing, F is the ver-
tical scale of the forcing at any instant, F  T U
t
is the total
depth affected by the forcing, and
t
is the total time that the
forcing lasts. Note from (9) that the amplitude of the forcing
is normalized by
t
so the time integrated heating is indepen-
dent of
t
.
If the

dependence is expanded in a Fourier series then
for each Fourier component the thermal source and the de-
pendent variables can be expressed as
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Fig. 1. The vertical profile of the time averaged forcing (left panel) and vertical profile of the
buoyancy frequency (right panel) specified for the model.
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4 Alexander and Holton: Gravity Waves from a Transient Heat Source
Where  designates the zonal wavenumber. Substituting
from (10) into (4) and (6) yields
 
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Figure 1 shows the time-averaged heating and the buoyancy
frequency as functions of height.
3 Numerical model
A finite difference approximation to the system (11) and (12)
is solved by using implicit time differencing and centered
differencing in

. Once
X

is known the corresponding zonal
velocity perturbation
X

can be computed from (3) by noting
that
}W
X

 
 
X


  (13)
and finite differencing the right hand side. In order to prevent
reflection of waves from the top boundary at 150 km, linear
damping terms were added to (11) and (12), with  -folding
damping times increasing exponentially in height from a
value of ; L 	 cN s at the surface to 336 s at the top boundary.
(Substantial damping of high frequency waves was limited to
the region above about 80 km).
Runs were carried out in a domain 2304 km wide and
150 km deep. 384 Fourier components were retained (corre-
sponding to 768 grid points in

, with a grid spacing of 3 km).
The vertical grid spacing was specified to be 250 m. The hor-
izontal scale of the heat source was specified to be
_
a = 5 km.
The depth scale of the heating was F = 6 km, and the level of
maximum heating rose at a speed of T U = 5 m s M.u so that the
upper boundary of the heat source rose from 6 to 12 km dur-
ing the 20 min period of forcing. The model was integrated
forward for 8 hours, and the vertical velocity field was saved
every 2 minutes. Figure 2 shows longitude-height cross sec-
tions of the vertical velocity field at hours 1, 2, 3, and 4.
At hour 1 the flow is characterized by high frequency, long
vertical wavelength wavepackets that propagate to the meso-
sphere close to the horizontal location of the heat source. At
later times the field is progressively dominated by lower fre-
quency and shorter vertical wavelength waves, which remain
in the stratosphere while propagating horizontally far from
the source. It is notable that the stratospheric wave response
persists for several hours after the thermal forcing has dimin-
ished to zero.
4 A simple wave analysis
The zonal wavenumber dependence of vertical velocity am-
plitude, averaged vertically between 20 and 80 km is shown
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Fig. 3. Vertical velocity amplitude, averaged vertically between 20
and 80 km, as a function of zonal wavenumber for 40 minute aver-
aging intervals centered on hours 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6.
in Figure 3. During the first two hours the signal is domi-
nated by waves in the horizontal wavelength range of 50-100
km. These turn out to have very long vertical wavelengths
(Figure 4). At later times the signal separates into two wave
packets with peaks at hour 3 near 100 and 30 km, but shifting
toward longer zonal wavelengths at later times. It is notable
that amplitudes remain substantial even 6 hours after cessa-
tion of the forcing.
Visualization of the time integration for each Fourier mode
revealed that the characteristic vertical wavelength for each
mode tended to decrease monotonically in time. Further-
more, the wavelength tended to be greater in the top half of
the domain than in the bottom half. The dominant vertical
wavelength in the middle part of the domain (20-80 km) was
determined as a function of time by separately finding the
distance in the vertical between nodes of the real and imag-
inary parts of each Fourier horizontal wavenumber compo-
nent. These distances were doubled to give two estimates of
the vertical wavelength, which were then averaged to give the
final vertical wavelength estimate. In order to reduce noise
in the calculation the wavelength estimates were averaged for
40 minute periods.
Figure 4 shows the vertical wavelengths determined in the
altitude range 20-80 km as a function of zonal wavenumber
for averaging periods centered on hours 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 of
the simulation. Vertical wavelength decreases monotonically
with increasing time. At low horizontal wavenumbers (  ),
the average vertical wavelength also decreases with increas-
ing  , although the very long vertical wavelengths diagnosed
for zonal wavelengths longer than  200 km (  9 ' ; )
are of little significance because these waves have very small
amplitudes (Fig. 3). According to the results in Fig. 4, only
at the later times does the vertical wavelength over a signifi-
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–9, 2004 www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/
Fig. 3. Vertical velocity amplitude, averaged vertically between 20 and 80 km, as a function of
zonal wavenumber for 40min averaging intervals centered on hours 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6.
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Fig. 4. Average vertical wavelength in the altitude range 20-80 km
as a function of zonal wavenumber for 40 minute time intervals
centered on hours 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6.
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Fig. 5. Average frequency in the altitude range 20-80 km as a func-
tion of zonal wavenumber for 40-minute time intervals centered on
hours 1, 2, 3, 4,and 6.
cant range of horizontal wavenumbers approximate the often
cited value of twice the depth of the heating times the ratio
of the tropospheric buoyancy frequency to the stratospheric
buoyancy frequency.
Once the average vertical wavelength is known for each
horizontal wavenumber, it is possible to use the gravity wave
dispersion relation to determine other averaged wave charac-
teristics. Letting   a and  sU denote the horizontal and verti-
cal wavelengths, respectively, and focusing on the eastward
propagating modes, the dispersion relation can be expressed
in the form
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Fig. 6. Average vertical group velocity in the altitude range 20-80
km as a functio of zonal wavenumber for 40-minute time intervals
centered on hours 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6.
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Fig. 7. Average horizontal phase speed in the altitude range 20-80
km as a function of zonal wavenumber for 40-minute time intervals
centered on hours 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6.
where  is the wave frequency and   is the buoyancy fre-
quency. The zonal phase speed, is then,
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U this expression simplifies to T a	
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 
U

3
8Hy
5
, which indicates that for most of the wavelength
range of relevance here the zonal wavelength dependence of
horizontal phase speed should have a similar structure to the
profiles of vertical wavelength of Fig. 4.
The propagation of wave activity is determined by the
group velocity,
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Fig. 4. Average vertical wavelength in the altitude range 20-80 km as a function of zonal
wavenumber for 40min time intervals centered on hours 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6.
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cant range of horizontal wavenumbers approximate the often
cited value of twice the depth of the heating times the ratio
of the tropospheric buoyancy frequency to the stratospheric
buoyancy frequency.
Once the average vertical wavelength is known for each
horizontal wavenumber, it is possible to use the gravity wave
dispersion relation to determine other averaged wave charac-
teristics. Letting   a and  sU denote the horizontal and verti-
cal wavelengths, respectively, and focusing on the eastward
propagating modes, the dispersion relation can be expressed
in the form
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where  is the wave frequency and   is the buoyancy fre-
quency. The zonal phase speed, is then,
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, which indicates that for most of the wavelength
range of relevance here the zonal wavelength dependence of
horizontal phase speed should have a similar structure to the
profiles of vertical wavelength of Fig. 4.
The propagation of wave activity is determined by the
group velocity,
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Fig. 5. Average frequency in the altitude range 20-80 km as a function of zonal wavenumber
for 40min time intervals centered on hours 1, 2, 3, 4,and 6.
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cant range of horizontal wavenumbers approximate the often
cited value of twice the depth of the heating times the ratio
of the tropospheric buoyancy frequency to the stratospheric
buoyancy frequency.
Once the average vertical wavelength is known for each
horizontal wavenumber, it is possible to use the gravity wave
dispersion relation to determine other averaged wave charac-
teristics. Letting   a and  sU denote the horizontal and verti-
cal wavelengths, respectively, and focusing on the eastward
propagating modes, the dispersion relation can be expressed
in the form
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where  is the wave frequency and   is the buoyancy fre-
quency. The zonal phase speed, is then,
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, which indicates that for most of the wavelength
range of relevance here the zonal wavelength dependence of
horizontal phase speed should have a similar structure to the
profiles of vertical wavelength of Fig. 4.
The propagation of wave activity is determined by the
group velocity,
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cant range of horizontal wavenumbers approximate the often
cited value of twice the depth of the heating times the ratio
of the tropospheric buoyancy frequency to the stratospheric
buoyancy frequency.
Once the average vertical wavelength is known for each
horizontal wavenumber, it is possible to use the gravity wave
dispersion relation to determine other averaged wave charac-
teristics. Letting   a and  sU denote the horizontal and verti-
cal wavelengths, respectively, and focusing on the eastward
propagating modes, the dispersion relation can be expressed
in the form
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where  is the wave frequency and   is the buoyancy fre-
quency. The zonal phase speed, is then,
T
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

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
 
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
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(15)
For   a
r`r
 
U this expression simplifies to T a	
 
 
U

3
8Hy
5
, which indicates that for most of the wavelength
range of relevance here the zonal wavelength dependence of
horizontal phase speed should have a similar structure to the
profiles of vertical wavelength of Fig. 4.
The propagation of wave activity is determined by the
group velocity,
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Fig. 7. Average horizontal phase speed in the altitude range 20-80 km as a function of zonal
wavenumber for 40min time intervals centered on hours 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6.
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Fig. 8. Two-dimensional   Fourier cospectrum of 	
 and 
 .
The dashed lines are lines of constant vertical wavelength  
km (shallower slope) and ﬀ km (steeper slope). Note that
units for wavenumber and frequency are cycles/km and cycles/min,
respectively, in this and subsequent plots.
Thus,
T
U

T
a

 
U

 
a , so that group velocity is parallel to
lines of constant phase. Further, for
 
a
r`r
 
U
(16) shows
that
T 
a 
T
a and
T
U

T
a
3
 
U

 
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5
.
The temporal evolutions of the frequency, vertical group
velocity, and horizontal phase speed are shown as functions
of the zonal wavenumber in Figs. 5-7, respectively. For all of
the parameters displayed in Figs. 3-7 there is a strong time
dependence so that application of conventional Fourier anal-
ysis to derive frequency and phase speed information must
be done with care.
5 Fourier Analysis
Although the transient source in this study does not gener-
ate stationary time series, insight can still be gained from
Fourier analysis in space and time. Fig. 8 shows the results
of the two-dimensional 3

0
d5
Fourier analysis for the cospec-
trum of


and

 [e.g. Alexander and Holton (1997)] in the
domain  

ﬂﬁ hr and  

 		
;

9<; km and averaged
over the height range 	ﬀﬃ 9<8'; 

 
;C9 8; km. This analysis
shows that the waves are concentrated in two packets of wave
activity with distinct vertical wavelengths of  4.3 and 11 km
that travel at horizontal phase speeds of about 15 and 40 m
s M.u , respectively, and hence are observed at different times
at differing distances from the source. A careful examination
of the panels of Fig. 2 confirms that the wave activity indeed
is primarily associated with a fast moving wave packet fol-
lowed by a slow moving packet.
Owing to the fact that except for the effect of variation in
 
the horizontal component of group velocity is indepen-
Fig. 9. Two-dimensional  "!# Fourier cospectra of 	


and 


averaged over 1-hour periods centered on hours 1, 2, 4, and 6.
dent of height, above about 15 km all rays excited by the
forcing propagate horizontally away from the forcing region
at a constant speed given by
T

a
. For a given
 sU
 
 
a ,
T

a

T

a

 
  U

8Hy
. Hence the resulting pattern of wave
activity in the stratosphere seen in Fig. 2 consists of two ver-
tically aligned wave packets with different
  U
, localized in
space and traveling in the positive and negative

directions,
but with different speeds reflecting the distribution of vertical
wavenumber, as shown in Fig. 8.
The preference for two fairly distinct vertical wavelengths
 4.3 and 11 km can be understood by noting that when the
time averaged vertical profile of heating shown in Fig. 1a
is expanded into a Fourier sine series in the domain p

p
	
;
 km, there is a strong response for half-wavelengths
greater than 10 km and a secondary maximum at about 4.4
km (recall that it is the half-wavelength of the tropospheric
source that corresponds to the wavelength of the strato-
spheric response). It is also notable that although the depth
of the heating layer at any instant is 6 km, the vertical wave-
length spectrum of the time average heating spectrum actu-
ally has a minimum at 6 km. The response will of course
depend on the imposed heating, and a response dominated
by two distinct vertical wavelengths would not be expected
for any arbitrary vertical distribution of the heat source.
Figure 9 shows the results of the Fourier cospectral anal-
ysis in 3

0
15
within the domain 	ﬀﬃ 9<8'; 

$
;C9 8; km
and  

 	'	
;

9<; km for four different 1-hour periods.
These show the time evolution of the momentum flux in the
wave field. The packet that appears first is characterized by
longer
 
U
(smaller %  	 
 
U
), which carries the largest
momentum fluxes. At later times, some of the longest
  U
waves with shorter
 
a

	

 have left the domain. The
slower moving shorter
 zU
waves with longer
 
a remain, and
the much shorter
 sU
=4.3 km waves have propagated into the
stratosphere with sufficient amplitude to become apparent.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–9, 2004 www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/
Fig. 8. Two-dimensional (k,ω) Fourier cospectrum of u′ and w ′. The dashed lines are lines of
constant vertical wavelength Lz = 4.3 km (shallower slope) and Lz = 11 km (steeper slope).
Note that units for wavenumb r a d frequency re cycles/km and cycles/min, respectively, in
this and subsequent plots.
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Fig. 8. Two-dimensional   Fourier cospectrum of 	
 and 
 .
The dashed lines are lines of constant vertical wavelength  
km (shallower slope) and ﬀ km (steeper slope). Note that
units for wavenumber and frequency are cycles/km and cycles/min,
respectively, in this and subsequent plots.
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The temporal evolutions of the frequency, vertical group
velocity, and horizontal phase speed are shown as functions
of the zonal wavenumber in Figs. 5-7, respectively. For all of
the parameters displayed in Figs. 3-7 there is a strong time
dependence so that application of conventional Fourier anal-
ysis to derive frequency and phase speed information must
be done with care.
5 Fourier Analysis
Although the transient source in this study does not gener-
ate stationary time series, insight can still be gained from
Fourier analysis in space and time. Fig. 8 shows the results
of the two-dimensional 3

0
d5
Fourier analysis for the cospec-
trum of


and

 [e.g. Alexander and Holton (1997)] in the
domain  

ﬂﬁ hr and  

 		
;

9<; km and averaged
over the height range 	ﬀﬃ 9<8'; 

 
;C9 8; km. This analysis
shows that the waves are concentrated in two packets of wave
activity with distinct vertical wavelengths of  4.3 and 11 km
that travel at horizontal phase speeds of about 15 and 40 m
s M.u , respectively, and hence are observed at different times
at differing distances from the source. A careful examination
of the panels of Fig. 2 confirms that the wave activity indeed
is primarily associated with a fast moving wave packet fol-
lowed by a slow moving packet.
Owing to the fact that except for the effect of variation in
 
the horizontal component of group velocity is indepen-
Fig. 9. Two-dimensional  "!# Fourier cospectra of 	


and 


averaged over 1-hour periods centered on hours 1, 2, 4, and 6.
dent of height, above about 15 km all rays excited by the
forcing propagate horizontally away from the forcing region
at a constant speed given by
T

a
. For a given
 sU
 
 
a ,
T
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
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. Hence the resulting pattern of wave
activity in the stratosphere seen in Fig. 2 consists of two ver-
tically aligned wave packets with different
  U
, localized in
space and traveling in the positive and negative

directions,
but with different speeds reflecting the distribution of vertical
wavenumber, as shown in Fig. 8.
The preference for two fairly distinct vertical wavelengths
 4.3 and 11 km can be understood by noting that when the
time averaged vertical profile of heating shown in Fig. 1a
is expanded into a Fourier sine series in the domain p

p
	
;
 km, there is a strong response for half-wavelengths
greater than 10 km and a secondary maximum at about 4.4
km (recall that it is the half-wavelength of the tropospheric
source that corresponds to the wavelength of the strato-
spheric response). It is also notable that although the depth
of the heating layer at any instant is 6 km, the vertical wave-
length spectrum of the time average heating spectrum actu-
ally has a minimum at 6 km. The response will of course
depend on the imposed heating, and a response dominated
by two distinct vertical wavelengths would not be expected
for any arbitrary vertical distribution of the heat source.
Figure 9 shows the results of the Fourier cospectral anal-
ysis in 3

0
15
within the domain 	ﬀﬃ 9<8'; 

$
;C9 8; km
and  

 	'	
;

9<; km for four different 1-hour periods.
These show the time evolution of the momentum flux in the
wave field. The packet that appears first is characterized by
longer
 
U
(smaller %  	 
 
U
), which carries the largest
momentum fluxes. At later times, some of the longest
  U
waves with shorter
 
a

	

 have left the domain. The
slower moving shorter
 zU
waves with longer
 
a remain, and
the much shorter
 sU
=4.3 km waves have propagated into the
stratosphere with sufficient amplitude to become apparent.
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Fig. 9. Two-dimensional (k,m) Fourier cospectra of u′ and w ′ averaged over 1-h periods cen-
tered on hours 1, 2, 4, and 6.
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Fig. 10. One-dimensional Fourier cospectra of 	 
 and  
 as func-
tions of vertical wavenumber and time for each of the four sites.
At hour 6, two distinct packets remain that have rather dis-
tinct distributions in 3K 0 %
5
. The weaker momentum flux in
the  
U

ﬃ
9   km packet is apparent from Fig. 9.
Note that in Fig. 8, the two wave packets appear to have
more comparable cospectral power. The apparent discrep-
ancy is related to the averaging timescale in these two fig-
ures. The   U  4.3 km packet has slower vertical group speed
and is less dispersive than the longer   U wave packet. The
longest  
U
waves propagate through the domain relatively
quickly. So the flux associated with these is large in the 1-
hour time average early in the simulation (Fig. 9) but appears
weaker, more comparable in magnitude to the short vertical
wavelength packet, if the fluxes are averaged over 8 hours
(Fig. 8).
6 Implications for observing systems
The cross-sections of disturbance vertical motion shown in
Fig. 2 suggest that the character of the locally observed re-
sponse to a convective heat source depends strongly on the
distance of the observer from the source. In order to demon-
strate this point in a more quantitative fashion, we sample the
wave field as if observed by imaginary profiler instruments
located at four “sites” at distances of 25, 50, 100, and 200 km
from the source. For best comparison to the results presented
in the previous sections, our imaginary profilers can measure
both


and


as functions of height and time, at the same
resolution, and over the same altitude range and time period
as in section 5. However, no horizontal

information is ob-
tained from any of the imaginary profilers’ measurements.
The temporal evolution of the vertical wavelength Fourier
spectra computed at each profiler site is shown in Fig. 10.
The signal seen by an observer at a given distance from
the source is initially dominated by long vertical wavelength
Fig. 11. Morlet wavelet cospectra of 
 and 	 
 as functions of time
and frequency  at each of the four profiler sites.
waves associated with the fast moving wave-packet, and
then later by shorter vertical wavelengths associated with the
slower packet. The characteristics of the waves observed
is a strong function of distance from the source. Close to
the source (   8; km) the waves are only observed for a
short time, and the stratospheric response is dominated by
the long wavelength packet since the short vertical wave-
length waves have slower vertical group velocity and do
not reach the stratosphere until they have propagated fur-
ther from the source. Some of the longest vertical wave-
length waves are observed only at the closest site. At larger
horizontal distances from the source, two wave packets are
clearly observed, arriving at different times. For these waves
horizontal wavelength greatly exceeds vertical wavelength,
so that the hydrostatic approximation holds. Furthermore,
the vertical wavenumber increases linearly with time, re-
flecting the fact noted below (15) that for hydrostatic waves
T

a

 
  U

3
8Hy
5
, so that the vertical wavenumber, % , ap-
proximately satisfies the relation % 
 

T
a

 




,
where


is the horizontal distance traveled by a wave in the
time interval


. Thus, at a given horizontal location % in-
creases linearly in time.
To elucidate the frequency content of the two wave pack-
ets, a Morlet wavelet analysis (Press et al., 1992) has been
performed on the data in the time domain. The wavelet anal-
ysis produces similar results to the Fourier analysis, but with
some loss of spectral resolution. Wavelet analysis can, how-
ever, resolve the spectral properties of each wave-packet as
functions of time and/or height for differing horizontal lo-
cations. Also, unlike Fourier and discrete wavelet trans-
forms, continuous wavelet transforms such as the Morlet are
not energy conserving, so we have normalized each trans-
form with the total covariance in the time series, such that




 G



x
3	

5
G

.
Fig. 11 shows the wavelet cospectra for the time series
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–9, 2004
Fig. 10. One-dimensional Fourier cospectra of u′ and w ′ as functions of vertical wavenumber
and time for each of the four sites.
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Fig. 10. One-dimensional Fourier cospectra of 	 
 and  
 as func-
tions of vertical wavenumber and time for each of the four sites.
At hour 6, two distinct packets remain that have rather dis-
tinct distributions in 3K 0 %
5
. The weaker momentum flux in
the  
U

ﬃ
9   km packet is apparent from Fig. 9.
Note that in Fig. 8, the two wave packets appear to have
more comparable cospectral power. The apparent discrep-
ancy is related to the averaging timescale in these two fig-
ures. The   U  4.3 km packet has slower vertical group speed
and is less dispersive than the longer   U wave packet. The
longest  
U
waves propagate through the domain relatively
quickly. So the flux associated with these is large in the 1-
hour time average early in the simulation (Fig. 9) but appears
weaker, more comparable in magnitude to the short vertical
wavelength packet, if the fluxes are averaged over 8 hours
(Fig. 8).
6 Implications for observing systems
The cross-sections of disturbance vertical motion shown in
Fig. 2 suggest that the character of the locally observed re-
sponse to a convective heat source depends strongly on the
distance of the observer from the source. In order to demon-
strate this point in a more quantitative fashion, we sample the
wave field as if observed by imaginary profiler instruments
located at four “sites” at distances of 25, 50, 100, and 200 km
from the source. For best comparison to the results presented
in the previous sections, our imaginary profilers can measure
both


and


as functions of height and time, at the same
resolution, and over the same altitude range and time period
as in section 5. However, no horizontal

information is ob-
tained from any of the imaginary profilers’ measurements.
The temporal evolution of the vertical wavelength Fourier
spectra computed at each profiler site is shown in Fig. 10.
The signal seen by an observer at a given distance from
the source is initially dominated by long vertical wavelength
Fig. 11. Morlet wavelet cospectra of 
 and 	 
 as functions of time
and frequency  at each of the four profiler sites.
waves associated with the fast moving wave-packet, and
then later by shorter vertical wavelengths associated with the
slower packet. The characteristics of the waves observed
is a strong function of distance from the source. Close to
the source (   8; km) the waves are only observed for a
short time, and the stratospheric response is dominated by
the long wavelength packet since the short vertical wave-
length waves have slower vertical group velocity and do
not reach the stratosphere until they have propagated fur-
ther from the source. Some of the longest vertical wave-
length waves are observed only at the closest site. At larger
horizontal distances from the source, two wave packets are
clearly observed, arriving at different times. For these waves
horizontal wavelength greatly exceeds vertical wavelength,
so that the hydrostatic approximation holds. Furthermore,
the vertical wavenumber increases linearly with time, re-
flecting the fact noted below (15) that for hydrostatic waves
T

a

 
  U

3
8Hy
5
, so that the vertical wavenumber, % , ap-
proximately satisfies the relation % 
 

T
a

 




,
where


is the horizontal distance traveled by a wave in the
time interval


. Thus, at a given horizontal location % in-
creases linearly in time.
To elucidate the frequency content of the two wave pack-
ets, a Morlet wavelet analysis (Press et al., 1992) has been
performed on the data in the time domain. The wavelet anal-
ysis produces similar results to the Fourier analysis, but with
some loss of spectral resolution. Wavelet analysis can, how-
ever, resolve the spectral properties of each wave-packet as
functions of time and/or height for differing horizontal lo-
cations. Also, unlike Fourier and discrete wavelet trans-
forms, continuous wavelet transforms such as the Morlet are
not energy conserving, so we have normalized each trans-
form with the total covariance in the time series, such that




 G



x
3	

5
G

.
Fig. 11 shows the wavelet cospectra for the time series
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Fig. 11. Morlet wavelet cospectra of w ′ and u′ as functions of time and frequency ω at each of
the four profiler sites.
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Fig. 12. schematic of the wave field observed at the four observation
sites denoted by the four colored vertical lines. The range of fre-
quencies observed at each site will correspond roughly to frequen-
cies associated with the steepest and shallowest lines of constant
phase that intersect the top and bottom of the observation height
range (blue shading).
sampled at the four profiler sites and averaged in

. At

= 25
km only a single wave packet has significant amplitude. This
packet appears within the first hour and is associated with the
longer  sU waves. As distance from the source increases the
dominant wave period increases. The waves appear in two
separate packets arriving at different times, consistent with
the Fourier analysis results. Note, however, that at any one
site the two wave packets contain the same dominant fre-
quency.
This result can be understood by noting that the ratio of
wave frequency to buoyancy frequency determines the an-
gle to the vertical at which waves propagate. Thus, as dis-
tance from the source increases the frequency of the waves
observed in the stratosphere must accordingly decrease. Fig-
ure 12 schematically illustrates the wave field and the profiler
measurements at the four sites. Lines of constant phase cor-
respond roughly to group propagation rays whose slope will
depend on frequency as 

 
 vVx
g
%
, where
%
is the angle
from the vertical. The range of frequencies that will be visi-
ble at each site will correspond to the steepest and shallowest
rays that intersect the profile at the top and bottom of the ob-
servation height range. Note that this range of frequencies
will be different at each site. The range will also be narrower
for more limited observation height ranges. These results
underscore the fact that the location of a site and the obser-
vation height range can have a controlling influence on the
properties of the waves observed if the sources also tend to
be fixed to certain geographic locations. Likewise, the tim-
ing of the observations can also have a controlling influence
on the wave properties observed.
7 Conclusions
This work has demonstrated that transient localized heat
sources can generate waves with very long vertical wave-
lengths and high phase speeds. These waves can readily
propagate into the upper atmosphere. The wave field from
the simple transient source used in the model described here
displays a complex array of wavelengths and frequencies.
Dispersion of the waves leads to distinct packets of wave
activity with different properties. The dominant mode ob-
served at any given location depends strongly on the posi-
tion of the observer from the source. As shown in Figs. 10-
12, an observer close to the source would see long vertical
wavelength waves with high frequencies lasting for a short
time, while further from the source the dominant vertical
wavelength would be smaller and frequency lower, the waves
would arrive later, and they would persist longer. Also, some
of the very longest vertical wavelength waves can only be
observed very close to the source and will be missed entirely
by observers outside of a limited range.
From the above analysis it is clear that the wave compo-
nents with largest vertical group velocity quickly move up-
ward into the strongly damped region above 100 km and can
only be sampled in the stratosphere for a very short period
of time. Furthermore, since such waves have long verti-
cal wavelengths, observational techniques that rely on find-
ing short vertical wavelength features in individual profiles
of temperature (for example as from radiosondes) cannot be
used to reliably estimate their contribution to upper atmo-
spheric wave driving. Again using the radiosonde example,
twice daily soundings may also fail entirely to see all but
the lowest frequency waves if the timing and location of the
observation is not in the right range. Similar issues of mea-
surement timing and location will have important effects on
results of analyses of satellite based observations.
The short vertical wavelength, and low vertical group ve-
locity components of the spectrum, on the other hand, are
much more likely to be observed in the stratosphere, and
hence may appear to dominate gravity wave momentum
fluxes in observational studies which cannot resolve long ver-
tical wavelength features (Alexander et al., 2002).
These results illustrate how intermittency in gravity wave
sources can influence observations. The observational tech-
nique limitations, the timing, and the geographic locations
must all be considered in the interpretation of any data set. It
is also clear that a combination of techniques is required to
properly sample the stratospheric wave spectrum generated
by convective gravity wave sources.
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Fig. 12. schematic of the wave field observed at the four observation sites denoted by the four
colored vertical lines. The range of frequencies observed at each site will correspond roughly to
frequencies associated with the steepest and shallowest lines of constant phase that intersect
the top and bottom of the observation height range (blue shading).
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